Interventional endoscopy has recently breached the boundaries of the gastrointestinal lumen, entering into the peritoneal cavity to perform natural orifice translumenal endoscopic surgery (NOTES) [1] [2] [3] . NOTES is defined as a surgical procedure in which visualization, dissection, and organ retraction is performed with flexible endoscopic instruments through the natural orifices of the body. NOTES is theoretically scarless, and therefore, incisional hernias and associated wound infections are avoided. Other potential benefits include reduced surgical trauma resulting in less postoperative pain and adhesion formation compared with laparoscopic surgery [3] . Currently, no randomized, controlled trial has demonstrated a true advantage of NOTES compared with laparoscopic surgery and the proposed benefits remain speculative. Thus far, and largely in animal laboratories, gastroenterologist and surgeon have opened and closed the gastrointestinal wall, peered into the peritoneal cavity, and demonstrated feasibility of organ resection [4, 5] . Why is it that despite being eager to perform endoscopic intraperitoneal surgery, gastroenterologists and surgeons have only scratched the surface of this novel surgical approach, which is still nowhere near primetime?
When experts try to predict how NOTES could function, they normally look at the principles of laparoscopic surgery. Laparoscopic surgery is performed with careful placement of trocars to optimize exposure and to permit triangulation. It is assumed that triangulation is necessary to create traction and countertraction and that this physical principle is what permits appropriate retraction, dissection, or suturing. Accordingly, many experts have suggested that flexible endoscopic surgery will need to emulate the same principles of triangulation to be an effective surgical approach [6, 7] . Several articles have proposed a triangulating endoscope as a key element for the success of NOTES [3, [8] [9] [10] [11] . Consequently, NOTES research in recent years has been dominated by major efforts to develop devices and platforms that simulate triangulation and surgical tasks based on how they are performed in the laparoscopic environment. The first patent describing the concept of an endoscope with angulating end-effectors was filed by Mitsui for Olympus as early as 1974 (United States patent number 3,915,157). This patent was subsequently further refined and advanced to a prototype triangulating endoscopic platform filed for patent in 1999 (Matsui et al., United States Patent number 6,352,503). Despite these enduring efforts to build a triangulating endoscopic platform, no such device has become available for clinical use, and those among us who had the opportunity to work with triangulating prototypes have realized that triangulating end-effectors at the tip of a flexible endoscope may have inherited more problems than solutions.
Using the flexible translumenal instead of a laparoscopic approach for intraperitoneal surgery does not nullify surgical principles and certain tasks, such as robust organ retraction and classic suturing, will likely require triangulation. There also are some basic endoscopic principles that cannot be neglected by the endoscopic surgeon. One has to consider how endolumenal interventional endoscopy works. Interventional endoscopy depends on the flexible nature of the instrument to navigate the gastrointestinal tract to reach a target. Once a target is reached, the endoscopist uses dynamic scope stabilization and manipulation to accomplish an interventional procedure. The endoscope is rarely stable for very long, and controlling the flexible movement of the instrument is what makes interventional endoscopy possible. Consequently, two separately moving end-effectors permitting triangulation at the end of the endoscope might actually increase procedural instability instead of achieving effective countertraction, enhanced dissection, or the ability to suture.
Working with numerous prototype NOTES devices and platforms that allowed for angulation or triangulation, we have encountered several important limitations. First, and most importantly, additional angulation at the tip of a flexible instrument often decreases stability. Safe and controlled dissection using a flexible endoscope relies much more on stability than on triangulation once the target lesion is reached. Second, angulation at the tip of a flexible endoscope decreases and makes the tactile feedback less reliable. Third, once instruments become too complicated, they hinder more than help. A single operator with two hands is only able to control a limited number of buttons and wheels. Any functions added to the flexible endoscope that allow for more angles of movement freedom, more capabilities, more control wheels, buttons, and levers will lead to practical limitations due to increased complexity. Consequently, every additional function achieving enhanced triangulation has to be reviewed for its trade-offs in robustness, stability, and practicality. For example, it might be better to adapt the concept of suturing to the endoscopic environment instead of trying to build an endoscope or platform that can imitate laparoscopic suturing [4, 9, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
We might not succeed by trying to mimic with our endoscopes the traditional activities of the surgeon performing open or laparoscopic procedures. Consequently, we will need to define key needs and requirements for each surgical task based on concepts that can effectively work in a flexible endoscopic environment. A multipurpose triangulating endo-surgical platform might allow us to simulate all laparoscopic tasks with a single device, but depending on the task the new platform might appear deficient in comparison to its laparoscopic counterpart. Mimicking the surgeon with triangulating end-effectors at the tip of a flexible endoscope may provide some entertaining videos demonstrating that a needle can be passed through tissue and a knot can be tied.
Rarely is it disclosed that such platforms take an inordinately long time to complete such tasks and are, at present, no competition to laparoscopic surgery. Chasing the best triangulating platform might end up being chasing some Holy Grail, believing in its miraculous powers. In the tale of the Holy Grail, Percival's immaturity prevents the hero from fulfilling his destiny, and he must grow spiritually and mentally before he can locate the grail again. We believe that it will take more than the quest to mimic surgical tasks for flexible endoscopic surgery to succeed. It will take imagination, ingenuity, and the willingness to (again) break the boundaries of new dogmas and old concepts.
Flexible endoscopic surgery is something new and an open iterative process. It is more than laparoscopic surgery performed with an endoscope traversing a viscus. If we open our minds to create a vision of endoscopic ingenuity grounded in surgical principles, we might finally encounter surgery without scalpels or visible scars. Or, as Bernard Lown put it: ''Only those who can see the invisible can do the impossible.'' Disclosures Daniel von Renteln, Melina C. Vassiliou, Thomas Rösch, and Richard I. Rothstein declare that they have no conflicts of interest or financial ties to disclose.
